Introduction {#bhy081s1}
============

A central theme in brain research is to understand how perception, memories and actions are dynamically represented in real time by the firing patterns of neurons. However, neurons in the brain discharge action potentials, or spikes, with enormous variability in both resting states and across trials in response to identical stimuli ([@bhy081C3]; [@bhy081C59]; [@bhy081C63]; [@bhy081C41]; [@bhy081C16]; [@bhy081C53]). Such a variability has been widely regarded as noise, because it undermines reliable real-time decoding of stimulus identities using the current "rate-code" or synchrony-based "temporal-code" methods ([@bhy081C36]; [@bhy081C63]; [@bhy081C5]; [@bhy081C16]; [@bhy081C53]; [@bhy081C25]; [@bhy081C28]; [@bhy081C33]). Yet, neurons in slice preparations are known to be capable of generating precisely-timed spikes in response to currents injections at the soma ([@bhy081C46]; [@bhy081C2]). Thus, firing variability is not due to imprecision in spike generation at the soma per se. Moreover, studies in the primary visual or motor cortex showed that noise variability exhibited a certain level of correlation, perhaps reflecting attentional states or intent ([@bhy081C4]; [@bhy081C1]; [@bhy081C52]; [@bhy081C69]; [@bhy081C10]; [@bhy081C44]; [@bhy081C47]; [@bhy081C40]; [@bhy081C57]; [@bhy081C54]). Despite a renewed interest in neuronal variability, researchers typically treated firing variability as noise and removed it by applying over-trial data-averaging methods, for example, peritime stimulus histogram (PTSH) as a way to assess tuning properties of the recorded units. Such an averaging procedure inherently ignores any information possibly encoded in the temporal structure of the spike train. The time-zero used in PTSH analysis, marking the stimulus onset by outside observers, simply does not reflect the intrinsic operation of neurons sitting inside the brain. Therefore, one would naturally wonder, what is the neural code capable of being intrinsic to neurons themselves? How does such a neural code work in the face of enormous real-time firing variability?

We recently proposed the Neural Self-Information Theory that the brain uses interspike-interval (ISI) variability as the self-information messenger to generate real-time neural code at the cell-assembly level ([@bhy081C37]). In essence, the ISI, or the silence duration between 2 adjoining spikes, carries self-information that solely depends on its inverted relation to its probability against the neuron's ISI variability history. Under this self-information principle, higher-probability ISIs reflect the ground state and convey less information, whereas lower-probability ISIs carry more information, in the form of positive or negative surprisals, signifying the excitatory or inhibitory shifts away from the ground state, respectively. Together with the ground state, these surprisals constitute the information quanta, enabling ternary construction of real-time neural code ([@bhy081C37]). Real-time cognitions and behaviors are the expressions of temporally coordinated surprisals emitted by cell assemblies which are organized by a power-of-two-based permutation logic ([@bhy081C75]; [@bhy081C67]; [@bhy081C71]).

Here, we applied this self-information concept and developed a general and unbiased decoding strategy to uncover cell-assembly patterns in the prelimbic cortex, anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), and hippocampal CA1 of freely-behaving mice. These cell assemblies spanned from those encoding "categorical variables" such as earthquake, foot-shock, elevator drop, or 5-choice visual-discrimination behaviors, as well as encoding "continuous variables," such as spatial navigation or sleep cycles. Our analyses further revealed the conserved critical boundaries from which lower-probability ISIs emerge as self-information packets to generate robust, real-time, cell-assembly neural code.

Materials and Methods {#bhy081s2}
=====================

Ethics Statement {#bhy081s3}
----------------

All animal work described in the study was carried out in accordance with the guidelines laid down by the National Institutes of Health and was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Augusta University (Approval AUP number: BR07-11-001) and Banna Biomedical Research Institute (BBRI-15 001).

In Vivo Recording in Mice and Data Processing {#bhy081s4}
---------------------------------------------

The 128-channel tetrodes and headstages were used to record from the basolateral amygdala (BLA), dorsal striatum, CA1, ACC, retrosplenial cortex (RSC) and prelimbic cortex (PRL), bilaterally, with 64 channels per hemisphere in freely-behaving mice as previously described ([@bhy081C39]; [@bhy081C71]). For facilitating the identification of the electrode array position, the electrode tips were dipped in fluorescent Neuro-Dil (Neuro-DiI, \#60 016, red oily solid color, from Biotium, Inc.) which can then reveal the electrode track. Neuronal activities were recorded by the MAP system (multichannel acquisition processor system, Plexon Inc., Dallas, TX). Extracellular action potentials and local field potentials (LFP) data were recorded simultaneously and digitized at 40 and 1 kHz, respectively. The artifact waveforms were removed, and the spike waveform minima were aligned using the Offline Sorter 2.0 software (Plexon Inc., Dallas, TX), which resulted in more tightly clustered waveforms in a principal component space. Spike sortings were done with the MClust 3.3 program with an auto-clustering method (KlustaKwik 1.5). Only units with clear boundaries and less than 0.5% of the spike intervals within a 1 ms refractory period were selected. The stability of the in vivo recordings was judged by waveforms at the beginning, during and after the experiments. Well-separated neurons were assessed by "Isolation Distance" and "L-ratio" ([@bhy081C56]). Neurons whose "Isolation Distance" \> 15 and "L-ratio" \< 0.7 were selected for the present analyses.

ISI-Based Cell-Assembly Decoding Method {#bhy081s5}
---------------------------------------

The ISI-based Cell-Assembly Decoding (iCAD) involves 3 distinct steps (also see Supplementary Material): The first step was to use a gamma-distribution model to describe the variability of the neuron's ISI ([@bhy081C45]); the second step was to use the independent-component analysis (ICA) method to decode the ensemble patterns from the population-surprisal code by searching joint-variability surprisals; and the third step was to identify corresponding cell assemblies by examining top large-weight neurons, which can be directly identified by their weights in the demixing matrix $\mathbf{W}$ of the ICA analysis. Neurons\' contribution in the corresponding cell assemblies was calculated as their normalized weights (in a range of 0--1) according to their weights in the demixing matrix.

Fearful Events and Corresponding Data Analysis {#bhy081s6}
----------------------------------------------

Mice were subjected to 3 fearful episodic events---earthquake, footshock, and free-fall drop (see Supplementary Material for a detailed description). These episodic stimuli are fearful as evidenced by physiological indications, including a rapid increase in heart rate, as well as a reduced heart-rate variability ([@bhy081C43], [@bhy081C42]). To maintain the consistency of stimulation timing (minimizing the possible prediction of upcoming stimuli), the stimuli were triggered by a computer and delivered at randomized intervals within 1--3 min. After the completion of all fearful event sessions, the mouse was placed back into the home cage.

Sleep and Corresponding Data Analysis {#bhy081s7}
-------------------------------------

Data were recorded when the mouse was sleeping in the home cage. The recorded LFP were first processed by the FPAlign (a utility program provided by Plexon Inc.) to correct the filter-induced phase delays. LFP channels recorded in the CA1 pyramidal cell layer were selected by judging the maximum yield of ripple during the animal's slow-wave sleep (SWS) and comparing the coherence in the theta-frequency and gamma-frequency band ([@bhy081C8]). Further analyses were carried out with these LFP data offline by custom-written MATLAB (MathWorks) programs. The LFP was band-passed at Delta (2--4 Hz), Theta (4--10 Hz), low Gamma (25--90 Hz), fast Gamma (90--130 Hz), and hippocampal ripples (130--200 Hz) by the Hamming window-based FIR filters with the order of 30 (see Supplementary Material for a detailed description).

Linear Track and Corresponding Data Analysis {#bhy081s8}
--------------------------------------------

A linear track experiment used a 100 cm × 1 cm closed runway. The exploration duration was 20 min. Real-time positions of the mouse were automatically tracked by CinePlex Behavioral Research Systems (Plexon Inc., Dallas, TX). Place fields were defined as a set of ≥5 contiguous pixels with a firing rate above 2 standard deviations of the mean firing rate. All spatial firing plots were smoothed with a 5 × 1 Gaussian smoothing filter using the MATLAB software (see Supplementary Material for a detailed description).

Five-Choice, Visual-Discrimination, Operant-Conditioning Task and Corresponding Data Analysis {#bhy081s9}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The animal was introduced to a custom-designed test chamber equipped with 5 response apertures that can illuminate and a food magazine to deliver the reward. A trial was initiated by the mouse entering the food magazine. A brief light-stimulus was then presented in 1 of 5 possible apertures after a 5-s intertrial interval (ITI) had elapsed. The mouse was required to scan the 5 apertures for the appearance of the light-stimulus and to respond in the "correct" aperture with a nose-poke response in order to earn a single food pellet delivered in the food magazine. If the mouse responded before the stimulus ("premature response") or in an adjacent, incorrect aperture ("incorrect response"), a 5-s time-out (TO) period was introduced by extinguishing the house light and not providing a food reward. Failure to respond within the limited hold (LH) period resulted in an "omission" and a subsequent 5-s TO period. After collecting the reward or---on punished trials---at the end of the TO period, a head entry in the food magazine would start a new trial. The mouse was pre-trained to achieve ≥ 50 correct trials within 30 min with \> 80% accuracy and \< 20% omissions before recording from the prefrontal cortex began. The animal's movements were recorded by CinePlex Behavioral Research Systems (Plexon Inc., Dallas, TX), and the animal's locations and head directions were tracked manually afterward. A detailed protocol was described in Supplementary Material.

Results {#bhy081s10}
=======

Neuronal Variability is Large During Cognition, But Diminished Upon Anesthesia {#bhy081s11}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We measured neuronal variability from ISIs distribution using 3 well-defined statistics, namely, the coefficient of variation (CV), skewness, and kurtosis (see Materials and Methods). In probability theory and statistics, CV is a standardized measure of dispersion of a probability distribution, and skewness is a measure of the asymmetry of a probability distribution, whereas kurtosis is a measure of the "tailedness" of a probability distribution. For comparison purposes, *"*normal distribution" (indicating stochastic process) has CV = mean/std, Skewness = 0, and Kurtosis = 0, while "exponential distribution" (indicating Poisson process) has CV = 1, Skewness = 2, and Kurtosis = 6. The more skewed/long-tailed a distribution exhibits, the larger the CV, skewness and kurtosis it has.

If neuronal variability reflects "system noise," one would predict that variability in the principal-projection neurons should grow larger as information is transmitted from low subcortical structures to high-cognition cortices. On the other hand, if neuronal variability acts as the self-information generator, as the Neural Self-Information Theory posits, it should remain similar across various brain regions during cognitions, but should be diminished upon general anesthesia ([@bhy081C37]).

Our measurement of spike variability of putative principal-projection cells ([Fig. S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) in the BLA, hippocampal CA1, dorsal striatum (STR), RSC, PRL, and ACC found that principal-projection cells in these 6 different mouse brain regions exhibited similar neuronal variability distributions ([Figs S2*A*,*B* and S3*A*-*D*](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Furthermore, we recorded activity patterns of large numbers of cells from the BLA and CA1, respectively, in the awake state, as well as under ketamine/domitor-induced anesthesia. We found that putative pyramidal cells in both regions drastically decreased their neuronal variability upon anesthesia ([Figs S2*C*,*D* and S3*E*,*G*](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

ISI-Based Cell-Assembly Decoding Strategy to Uncover Cell Assemblies {#bhy081s12}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

The Neural Self-Information Theory posits that any given ISI inherently carries a discrete amount of information based on its ISI (the silence time duration) in an inverted relationship with the ISI variability-probability distribution. In other words, higher-probability ISIs convey less information because they reflect the ground state, whereas lower-probability ISIs carry more information, in the form of positive surprisals or negative surprisals, signifying the excitatory or inhibitory shifts from the ground state, respectively. The amount of self-information ("SI") contained in each ISI can be quantitatively obtained based on the ISI variability-distribution probability (SI = −log\[*P*\], where *P* is the probability) ([@bhy081C37]). Under this self-information framework, real-time neural coding of cognitions and behaviors are the intrinsic states when temporally coordinated ISI surprisals emerge across cell-assembly members. Accordingly, we devised a general decoding strategy---termed [ISI]{.ul}-based [C]{.ul}ell-[A]{.ul}ssembly [D]{.ul}ecoding (iCAD) method---consisting of the following 3 major steps (Fig. [1](#bhy081F1){ref-type="fig"}): *To convert ISI variations into real-time variability surprisals*:Because ISI variability in many neural circuits conforms to the gamma distribution ([@bhy081C45]; [@bhy081C38]), we first fitted a single neuron's ISIs with a gamma-distribution model, which can assign each neuron's ISI with a probability. Subsequently, a spike train emitted by a neuron can be transformed into a surprisal-based ternary code (positive surprisal as 1, ground state as 0, negative surprisal as −1) to describe the dynamic evolution in self-information states (Fig. [1](#bhy081F1){ref-type="fig"}*A*).*To uncover joint ISI surprisal patterns in space and time*:This step searches for joint-variability surprisals in both space (across simultaneously recorded cells) and time (moment-to-moment dynamics). Blind source separation (BSS) methods, such as the ICA, can be used to efficiently identify a set of independent information sources from simultaneously observed signals as structured patterns or relationships. Although the nature of the demixing matrix's dimension $p$ meant that $p$ information sources can be theoretically decoded from population activity, we reasoned that optimal neural coding should also be energy efficient via utilizing the least amount of variability surprisals together with the minimal number of such information-coding cells. As such, we used the minimal CV values in each dataset to unbiasedly assess the optimal numbers of independent information sources (distinct cell assemblies) (Fig. [1](#bhy081F1){ref-type="fig"}*B*; also see [Fig. S4*A*, Materials and Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).*To identify corresponding cell assemblies*: This step will search how each independent signal source decoded by BSS may match a distinct real-time activation pattern given by a cell assembly using various parameters, such as LFP, the time points of stimulus presentations, or video tapes of an animal's behavioral state, specific actions and performance, or spatial locations, etc. The top-ranking memberships with the highest contribution weights in the cell assembly can be directly identified from the demixing matrix **W**(Fig. [1](#bhy081F1){ref-type="fig"}*C*; also see Fig. S4*B*). Moreover, their contributions to a given cell-assembly pattern can be quantitatively defined by shuffling techniques (i.e., by shuffling or artificially changing spike patterns to alter surprisal states). This step allowed us to assess quantitative membership information that other dimensionality-reduction-based pattern-classification methods (i.e., principal-component analysis or multiple-discriminant analysis) could not provide.

![Self-information neural code-based decoding approach to uncover cell assemblies in the brain. (*A*) Step 1: Converting ISIs into real-time variability surprisals. The spike activities of 10 simultaneously recorded cells are illustrated in the left subpanel, the ISIs of each cell are fitted by the gamma-distribution model which assigns each ISI with a probability. Based on the fitted gamma-distribution model, 2 boundaries are then used (as shown in the middle subplot) to generate 3 states (ternary code); that is, positive-surprisal state (short silence, 1), negative-surprisal state (long silence, −1), and the balanced excitation--inhibition state (the ground state, 0). As such, neurons' spike trains can be converted into ternary surprisal codes (positive surprisal as 1 \[red blocks\], ground state as 0 \[yellow blocks\] and negative surprisal as −1 \[blue blocks\]). (*B*) Step 2: Uncovering joint surprisal patterns among simultaneously recorded units. Taking population ternary surprisal code as input, the ensemble patterns were unbiasedly discovered by the blind source separation (BSS) method which aims for searching joint variability-surprisals in both space (across simultaneously recorded cells) and time (moment-to-moment dynamics). (*C*) Step 3: Identifying corresponding cell assemblies by searching for the match with behaviors, external stimulation/events, internal states (LFP), etc. For each decoded independent signal source, neurons' information contributions are scaled quantitatively by the absolute values in the weight matrix $W$ of BSS analysis (shown in the left subpanel), thus the resulting cell assemblies can be identified by picking up top-weight cells (right subpanel).](bhy081f01){#bhy081F1}

Identification of Cortical Cell Assemblies Encoding Fear-Memory Experiences {#bhy081s13}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Neural coding (representation) of external and internal states are typically divided into 2 major categories---namely, continuous variables (i.e., arm movement, spatial navigation, sleep) and categorical variables (i.e., distinct stimuli or episodic events). To examine the usefulness of the iCAD method, we set out to uncover various cell assemblies related to both categories from multiple brain circuits.

First, we asked whether we could use the iCAD method to identify real-time coding of discrete categorical variables, such as distinct fearful experiences. We employed 128-channel tetrodes to monitor the spike activity of large numbers of the ACC, a subregion of the prefrontal cortex known to process emotions and fear memories ([@bhy081C62]; [@bhy081C72]; [@bhy081C6]), while subjecting the recorded mice to earthquake, footshock, and a sudden elevator drop---which are known to produce fear memories and fearful physiological responses ([@bhy081C42]). By scanning through the real-time spike dataset that contained 146 well-isolated, simultaneously recorded ACC units, our iCAD method automatically uncovered 3 distinct ensemble patterns (Fig. [2](#bhy081F2){ref-type="fig"}*A*). Specifically, ACC assembly-1 activations were time-locked to the occurrences of 6 earthquake events; ACC assembly-2 was temporally corresponding to 6 footshock events; and ACC assembly-3 was matched to free-fall events. Their unique ensemble patterns were further verified by shuffling their top 20% large-weight neurons' firing patterns with the Gaussian signal using the same mean firing rate and standard deviation ([Fig. S5*A*](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This shuffling procedure showed that the ensemble representation of a given event (e.g., free-fall) gradually became weaker as more top-contributing neurons were shuffled, while leaving the other 2 ensemble patterns (e.g., representing the earthquake and footshock) unchanged. Perievent spike raster and histogram plot analyses ([Fig. S5*B*](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) revealed that while the majority of member cells exhibited event-specific responses (i.e., earthquake-specific, free-fall-specific, or footshock-specific ACC cells), some of the top cell-assembly members participated in 2 cell assemblies or even all 3 assemblies (Fig. [2](#bhy081F2){ref-type="fig"}*B*--*E*). Moreover, we examined the stability of cell-assembly memberships, and we calculated the weight matrix using the first 3 trials and compared them with the weight matrix obtained from the fourth to the sixth trial. We found that the vast majority of cell-assembly members remained stable (\~75%) ([Fig. S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Correlation analysis further demonstrated that the weights of cell-assembly members between the first and second halves were highly correlated (the correlation coefficient was about 0.8 for all 3 cell assemblies). These observations suggest that the top-weighted cell-assembly members remained largely stable in all 3 cases.

![ACC cell assemblies encoding earthquake, footshock, or free-fall experiences. (*A*) Three cell assemblies were decoded from the mouse ACC representing earthquake, footshock or free fall experiences. Each cell assembly corresponded to the occurrences of 1 of 3 fearful events (6 trials per event, indicated by 6 purple bars above each ensemble pattern). (*B*) Cell membership analyses of Assembly-1 show that some neurons participated one specific assembly or multiple cell-assemblies (colored circles). Neurons\' contribution in the corresponding cell assemblies was calculated as their normalized weights (in a range of 0--1) according to their weights in the demixing matrix. The top 30 units are shown in the zoomed-in box. Nonmember cells are marked in gray. 146 well-isolated and stable units were simultaneously recorded. (*C*) Assembly-2 corresponded to footshock. (*D*) Assembly-3 corresponded to free-fall. (*E*) Overlapping and nonoverlapping memberships among 3 cell assemblies underling earthquake, footshock, and free fall experiences.](bhy081f02){#bhy081F2}

Identification of Cell Assemblies Related to Sleep Oscillations {#bhy081s14}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Next, we investigated whether the self-information coding concept could be used to identify cell-assembly patterns related to internally driven, continuous variable processes such as sleep. Sleep is often defined by changes in EEG or LFP oscillations ([@bhy081C9]). Thus, we asked whether the iCAD method could be used to identify cell assemblies in the CA1 related to various cycles of sleep. We scanned a 20-min spike dataset collected from the mouse hippocampal CA1 region during a sleep session and analyzed the ISI variability of 266 units recorded simultaneously using 128-channel tetrode arrays. Our iCAD method unveiled a total of 3 major ensemble patterns over the course of a 20-min sleep period (Fig. [3](#bhy081F3){ref-type="fig"}*A*). To search for the relationships of these 3 assembly patterns and sleep oscillations, we aligned these CA1 temporal patterns with the time-course plot of the simultaneously recorded LFP oscillations. Interestingly, we found that the temporal emergence of Cell Assembly-1 patterns was tightly matched to the occurrences of theta oscillation (Fig. [3](#bhy081F3){ref-type="fig"}*B*), whereas Cell Assembly-2 patterns were time-locked to ripple oscillation (Fig. [3](#bhy081F3){ref-type="fig"}*C*). Furthermore, we found that the activation of Cell Assembly-3 temporally corresponded to the DOWN-state of sleep cycles (Fig. [3](#bhy081F3){ref-type="fig"}*D*), that is, this ensemble pattern was consistently time-locked with the troughs of various LFP frequency bands.

![CA1 cell assemblies underlied different sleep cycles. (*A*) Three information source (ISs)-based ensemble patterns are decoded by the iCAD method during the animal's sleep. (*B*) Assembly-1 corresponded to the theta oscillation stage. The upper bar shows the activities of decoded theta ensemble pattern, the red blocks denote the activations of Assembly-1, while the blue blocks represent its inactivity. The power spectrogram below shows the simultaneously recorded local field potential activity within 0--15 Hz frequency band, the theta band (6--10 Hz) is highlighted by white lines. The decoded ensemble pattern is in complete correspondence with the elevated theta band activity (as shown by the red dashed lines). (*C*) Assembly-2 corresponded to ripples. Nine ripple waveforms are replotted below. The ripple-band (120--200 Hz) power spectrogram is shown in the lower subpanel for verifying the accuracy of the cell-assembly decoding result. (*D*) Assembly-3 corresponded to the DOWN-state. *Z*-scores of power for well-defined frequency bands (Delta, Theta, Low Gamma, High Gamma, and Ripples), where the black line (*Z*-score = 0) denotes the mean power in each band. It can be observed that the ensemble pattern of Assembly-3 is consistently time-locked with the troughs of these LFP frequency bands. (*E*) Analyses of different cell types which constituted Assembly-1. Most cell members of Assembly-1 were putative interneurons. (*F*) Top tanking cells in Assembly-2 were mostly putative pyramidal cells. (*G*) Cell-type analyses of Assembly-3 show that its members were mostly interneurons.](bhy081f03){#bhy081F3}

Interestingly, we found that the top 20% ranking units (with largest weights in the demixing matrix $\mathbf{W}$) in CA1 Assembly-1 cells consisted of mostly putative interneurons (Fig. [3](#bhy081F3){ref-type="fig"}*E*, *n* = 53 cells). The shuffling technique (replacing their firing pattern with a Gaussian signal with the same mean firing rate and standard deviation) revealed that the Assembly-1 pattern was abolished as these top 20% contribution cells' firing patterns were shuffled ([Fig. S7*A*](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We noted that only about 15% of these Assembly-1 cells (8 cells, identified as putative O-LM cells or basket cells/bistratified cells based on the multiple criteria for interneuron subclassification, see [Fig. S7*B* and S7*C*](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) exhibited a robust phase-locking relationship with theta oscillations (termed as Theta-coupled Assembly-1 cells) ([Fig. S7*B* and S7*C*](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which is consistent with evidence from literature that CA1 interneurons exhibited theta-coupling ([@bhy081C12]; [@bhy081C61]; [@bhy081C32]; [@bhy081C34]; [@bhy081C11]). Surprisingly, many Assembly-1 cells (45 cells, \~85% in Assembly-1) were not phase-locked with theta phase, rather they exhibited a significant difference in averaged firing rates between theta epochs versus nontheta epochs. One major group of the rate-altering cells, classified as putative Bursty cells (17 cells) ([Fig. S7*D*](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), dramatically increased their firings during theta cycles in comparison to nontheta epoch, whereas 2 putative pyramidal cells significantly decreased their firings during theta sleep cycles ([Fig. S7*E*](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Another surprising finding was that many theta-coupled CA1 cells from the simultaneously recorded dataset did not belong to Assembly-1. These nonmember theta cells were intriguingly distinct from those Assembly-1 theta cells as confirmed by their significant differences in firing correlation ([Fig. S8*A*](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This suggests that theta-coupling does not necessarily indicate the common membership. In fact, 2 distinct populations of theta interneurons exist in the CA1, with one subset uniquely engaged in sleep theta. Similarly, we noted that there were many rate-altering cells that did not belong to Assembly-1. Their distinct memberships were further supported by a dramatic statistical difference in the correlation coefficient between rate-altering member cells and rate-altering nonmember cells ([Fig. S8*B*](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

We then analyzed the nature of CA1 Assembly-2 ensemble patterns which were tightly time-locked with ripple peaks (Fig. [3](#bhy081F3){ref-type="fig"}*C*). In contrast to Assembly-1, the majority of the top Assembly-2 cells were mostly putative pyramidal cells (Fig. [3](#bhy081F3){ref-type="fig"}*F*). It is worthwhile to note that many nonmember cells also showed rate changes between ripple epochs versus nonripple periods. Yet, they were distinct from Assembly-2 cells as evidenced by the significant difference in their correlation ([Fig. S8*C*](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

As for Assembly-3 cells (Fig. [3](#bhy081F3){ref-type="fig"}*D*), we found that they also consisted of mostly interneurons (Fig. [3](#bhy081F3){ref-type="fig"}*G*). But many of them were different from those interneurons listed in Assembly-1 ([Fig. S9](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). It was repeatedly noticed that several cells (\~15%) were cross-listed in multiple-sleep oscillatory patterns. The best example is that the same putative O-LM cells were repeatedly identified in all 3 sleep assemblies. Overall, these 3 distinct cell assemblies identified by the self-information coding scheme consistently showed significantly higher correlations among themselves, in comparison to across populations ([Fig. S8*D*](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The above results demonstrated that the unbiased iCAD method has enabled us to identify distinct cell assemblies that were time-locked to distinct sleep LFP oscillations.

Identification of CA1 Cell Assemblies Underlying Spatial Navigation {#bhy081s15}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

To further demonstrate the generality of the self-information coding concept, we asked whether the iCAD method could be used to identify CA1 place cells, which exhibit increased firing indicating place location during navigation ([@bhy081C70]; [@bhy081C18]; [@bhy081C24]; [@bhy081C48]; [@bhy081C13]; [@bhy081C50]; [@bhy081C7]; [@bhy081C14]; [@bhy081C22]; [@bhy081C29]; [@bhy081C66]). We applied the self-information decoding iCAD method to 20-min spike trains of 266 simultaneously recorded CA1 units from a mouse, which was well-trained to run back and forth on a 1 m linear track (without using trial-averaging spike counts over spatial pixels). Based on the minimum CV as the best relevant dimension, our iCAD method unbiasedly revealed 2 distinct CA1 cell-ensemble patterns (Fig. [4](#bhy081F4){ref-type="fig"}*A*). As we aligned these 2 cell-assembly patterns with a videotape that recorded the animal's navigational positions and behaviors on the linear track, we found that these 2 real-time ensemble patterns were nicely matched to the westbound and eastbound navigations, respectively (Fig. [4](#bhy081F4){ref-type="fig"}*B*). Then, we examined top-ranking members from each cell assembly based on their matrix weights and performed position-firing analysis of these cells. A closer examination of the top-weighted CA1 neurons listed in these 2 cell assemblies revealed that some of these cells exhibited classic single place fields (Fig. [4](#bhy081F4){ref-type="fig"}*C*). Many of other cells also showed multiple place fields (Fig. [4](#bhy081F4){ref-type="fig"}*D*). Among the list, we also noticed that some of the top-contributing CA1 cells did not exhibit discrete place field(s), rather they had differential responses corresponding to directional routing as the mouse traveled westbound or eastbound (Fig. [4](#bhy081F4){ref-type="fig"}*E*), that is, some CA1 cells preferentially fired in one travel direction over the other.

![CA1 cell assemblies encoding place fields or start/finish experiences on a linear track. (*A*) Two information source (ISs)-based ensemble patterns were decoded by the iCAD method. The blue/red blocks denote the activations of each corresponding ensemble patterns. (*B*) The animal's trajectory within the 80 s during the linear track experiment (1-m length). Blue dots and arrows denote the decoded ensemble pattern corresponding to "Westbound," while red dots and arrows are for "Eastbound." (*C*--*F*) Firing patterns of top-weight member cells in 2 cell assemblies. The averaged running speed is shown beneath the linear track illustrations. These top-weight cells fall into 4 categories: Place cells with single place field (*C*), place cells with 2 place fields (*D*), direction-dependent differential firing cells (*E*), (*P* \< 0.001 through pairwise *t*-test) and (*F*), start/finish cells that suppressed their firings during navigation. Two start/finish cells is westbound or eastbound specific, respectively.](bhy081f04){#bhy081F4}

Unexpectedly, from the list of the iCAD-identified cell assemblies, we also found that both the eastbound and westbound cell assemblies contained cells signaling start/finish transitions; that is, these cells specifically decreased their firing at the start of running and remained low-firing until the end of the navigation (Fig. [4](#bhy081F4){ref-type="fig"}*F*). While we found 2 start/finish cells engaged in both the westbound and eastbound journals, most interestingly, several CA1 start/finish cells exhibited journal- or direction-specific firing decreases (Fig. [4](#bhy081F4){ref-type="fig"}*F*, Unit-101 in the left subplot vs. Unit-103 in the right subplot; also see [Fig. S10](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Such route-specific start/finish responses strongly suggest that the information coded by these cells were not merely corresponding to changes in motion states such as speed acceleration/deceleration, but journey-specific episode(s). Therefore, the neural self-information coding concept has successfully allowed the uncovering of CA1 place cells and their other assembly members, such as start/finish cells, important in accounting for multiple aspects of navigation-related variables.

Prefrontal Cell Assemblies Encoding 5-Choice Visual-Discrimination Behaviors {#bhy081s16}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Finally, we applied the neural self-information concept to uncover novel cell assemblies in the prefrontal cortex related to the 5-choice serial-reaction time (5CSRT), visual-discrimination operant-conditioning behavior---one of the most classical tasks requiring a set of visually and spatially guided attentional procedural actions. In this task, mice learned to nose-poke in 1 of the 5 temporarily lit apertures within a short time window in order to receive a food reward delivered from the food magazine located on the opposite side of the chamber. The mice were trained to reach an 80% success rate (see Materials and Methods). A successful trial typically included the 5-s illumination of 1 of the 5 apertures (in a randomized fashion) to signal the beginning of the trial. During this time, the mouse needs to run from the food magazine area to the response aperture area and then nose-poke in the transiently lit aperture (correct responses), which resulted in a single food pellet being dropped onto the food dish from the magazine. The mouse then runs back to the food magazine area to eat the pellet, which triggers the next trial. A single session typically consisted of 50 trials or more, during which mice performed this attentive choice-action task.

We used 128-channel tetrode arrays and recorded from the PRL while well-trained mice performed this operant-conditioning task. A total of 100 PRL cells were identified as a well-isolated unit and used for the present analysis (those units that did not meet the criterion were excluded). We then scanned the spike dataset consisting of these PRL units using the iCAD method, and a total of 7 cell-assembly patterns were unbiasedly detected. We then aligned the temporal occurrences of these 7 distinct patterns with the recorded videotape and found that all of them could be temporally matched to distinct stages of the operant-procedural task (Fig. [5](#bhy081F5){ref-type="fig"}*A*, the sequential ensemble patterns from 3 back-to-back trials were plotted).

![Seven PRL cell assemblies corresponding to each of the 7 stages of 5CSRT behaviors. (*A*) Activations of 7 decoded ensemble patterns during 3 back-to-back trials of 5CSRT visual-discrimination operant-conditioning task. Each ensemble pattern corresponds to 1 of 7 distinct stages of this task. (*B*) Illustrations of 7 decoded ensemble patterns and examples of top large-weight cells in each cell assembly. Stage-1 (Start) Assembly corresponds to the moment which visual stimulus (the illumination of the aperture light on) was presented in 1 of 5 spatial locations to start a trial. Perievent rasters/histograms of 2 example cells exhibited significant increased/decreased firing activities upon the illumination of the aperture light (time = 0). These 2 cells were anticorrelated, the correlation coefficient between these 2 cells was −0.337. Stage-2 (Running) Assembly corresponds to the route when the animal runs from the food magazine region to response-aperture region. Orientation-firing polar histograms of 2 large-weight cells show obvious orientational preferences. Stage-3 (Poke zone) Assembly was activated when the animal was near the response apertures. Apparent spatial-specificity firing patterns of top-contributed cells were observed when the place-cell analysis was applied. Stage-4 (Poking) Assembly corresponds to the poking of the response aperture. Obvious Significant firing changes were observed upon the poking (time = 0) in the perievent rasters/histograms of top-contributed cells. Stage-5 (Returning) Assembly was activated when the animal was running back from the response apertures to the food magazine. Orientational preferences of cell-assembly members were shown. Stage-6 (Reward zone) Assembly corresponds to the locations near the food magazine. Place cell analyses verify that the cell-assembly members exhibited higher firing probabilities within the location near the food magazine, perhaps anticipiating rewards. Stage-7 (Reward) Assembly corresponds to the actions of collecting the reward pellet. Increased/decreased firing activities of 2 cell-assembly members are shown in the perievent rasters/histograms.](bhy081f05){#bhy081F5}

The PRL assembly-1 pattern was time-locked to the cue-onset when the stimulus aperture was transiently lit for 5 s, signaling the initiation of the 5-choice, visual-discrimination task (Fig. [5](#bhy081F5){ref-type="fig"}*A*, *B*). The perievent spike raster and histogram confirmed that Assembly-1 cells exhibited significant changes upon the aperture light on (Fig. [5](#bhy081F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*, Stage-1). For example, a top-ranking PRL unit increased its firing upon the light on in the stimulus aperture (5-s duration). The firing of this attentive cell then tapered off gradually (Fig. [5](#bhy081F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*, listed in Start. Upper PTSH subplots). Another PRL cell suppressed its firing upon the stimulus aperture light on \[(Fig. [5](#bhy081F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*) Start. Bottom PTSH subplots\].

The PRL assembly-2 activation pattern was time-locked to the first cue-conditioned operant action---namely, running towards the light-lit stimulus aperture from the reward zone toward where the animal was originally located (Fig. [5](#bhy081F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*, Stage-2; 2 PRL cells are shown). The orientation-firing polar histograms of comparing these cells' activity patterns during the 5-choice, visual-discrimination operant task with those during home-cage running behavior showed that these firings were specific to the operant-conditioning task ([Fig. S11*A*](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The PRL assembly-3 pattern corresponded to the entering of the poke zone (the region near apertures) (Fig. [5](#bhy081F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*, Stage-3). The place-firing analysis method confirmed that these large-weight responsive PRL units exhibited poke zone-specific spatial firing patterns (2 cells were listed in the upper and lower subpanels, respectively).

Firing patterns of the PRL assembly-4 cells were time-centered around the preparation and the actions of nose-poking at the transiently lit apertures (Fig. [5](#bhy081F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*, Stage-4). The perievent spike histogram analysis revealed that these units exhibited dynamic firing changes around the nose-poking action. One representative PRL cell exhibited transient suppression during poking of the stimulus aperture (the upper PTSH subpanels), whereas another cell peaked its firing during the preparation phase of nose-poking (lower subpanels), consistent with the role of prefrontal cells in the action planning of goal execution.

The PRL assembly-5 pattern corresponded to the fourth action phase---namely, running back from the poke zone toward the reward zone where the food magazine was located (Fig. [5](#bhy081F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*, Stage-5). The orientation-firing polar histograms revealed elevated firing changes by these types of member cells. Again, these PRL cells did not show any significant firing changes when the mouse was running around in its home-cage environment ([Fig. S11*B*](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), suggesting that these cells were goal oriented.

Increased firings of the PRL assembly-6 cells were time-matched to the animal's arrival in the reward zone (Fig. [5](#bhy081F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*, Stage-6, 2 example cells were listed). These cells' location-specific firing changes were evident from the PTSH plots; again, their spatial positions at the reward zone.

Finally, the Assembly-7 cells decoded by the iCAD method responded to the consumption of food pellets. These PRL cells either increased or decreased their firings (Fig. [5](#bhy081F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*, Stage-7, 2 cells were shown). While many of the above cells tended to be specific to a given phase of the 5-choice, operant-conditioning task, we noted that some of the cells participated in multiple cell assemblies. For example, some PRL cells belonged to both the running-action assembly and stimulus-aperture zone assembly ([Fig. S11*C*](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Other PRL cells would exhibit bidirectional firing during navigation toward the aperture zone (Assembly \#2) and reward zone (Assembly \#5) ([Fig. S11*D*](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), or showed goal-approaching-related firing increases in both the poke zone (Assembly \#3) and the reward zone (Assembly \#6) ([Fig. S11*E*](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The above results demonstrated that the self-information coding concept was useful in discovering a variety of prefrontal cell assemblies engaged in distinct stages of the 5-choice, attentive operant-conditioning task.

Critical Boundaries for ISI-Surprisals to Construct Robust Cell-Assembly Code {#bhy081s17}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The ability to uncover a variety of cell assemblies from multiple brain regions and under multiple conditions and tasks suggest that neural self-information coding represents a general process. The next critical question is whether there is a threshold or boundary in the ISI variability distribution that can efficiently signal the shift from the high-probability ground state into the low-probability surprisal states that would give rise to robust assembly-level neural coding. We approached this question by systematically shifting the positive- and negative-surprisal thresholds from 5% to 45% of the skewed ISI gamma-distribution tails (Fig. [6](#bhy081F6){ref-type="fig"}*A*). We calculated the cell-assembly coherence index by systematically comparing each assembly's temporal dynamics obtained from a given threshold with those obtained from all other thresholds. We found that the sliding of the surprisal thresholds or boundaries between 5% and 15% (ISI variability falling into the low-probability distribution tails) had little effect in terms of improving cell-assembly coherences, whereas assembly-pattern coherence fell apart as the surprisal thresholds shifted from 15% to 30% probability-distribution (Fig. [6](#bhy081F6){ref-type="fig"}*B*). This steep transition around 20% distribution skewed tail was consistently observed in all 15 cell assemblies obtained from different brain regions, mental states and behavioral tasks ([Fig. S12](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This strongly suggests that there is a conserved and critical boundary transition for constructing efficient self-information neural codes.

![Boundaries for surprisal ISIs in producing robust cell-assembly codes. (*A*) Illustration of applying the sliding-window technique to shift the positive- and negative-surprisal thresholds from 5% (low occurrence probability) to 45% (high occurrence probability) of the skewed ISI gamma-distribution tails. (*B*) The averaged cell-assembly coherence matrix of all 15 cell assemblies in relationship with the ISI surprisal cut-off boundary. Colors in the matrices denote corresponding cell-assembly coherence indexes. Robust cell-assembly patterns were observed with an variability probability of less than 20% of ISIs (as denoted by white square frames in cell-assembly coherence matrices).](bhy081f06){#bhy081F6}

Composition of Positive and Negative ISI Surprisals is Region- and Task-Specific {#bhy081s18}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Finally, we explored how dynamic firing changes in putative principal-excitatory cells and interneurons would contribute as positive- or negative-ISI surprisals to construct various cell assemblies (Fig. [7](#bhy081F7){ref-type="fig"}*A*). We first calculated the percentages of positive or negative surprisals out of the total surprisal occurrences in each of the 15 cell-assembly patterns (Fig. [7](#bhy081F7){ref-type="fig"}*B*--*E*). We then examined how many of these positive or negative surprisals were contributed by the putative excitatory neurons and interneurons. We noted that the majority of cell-assembly members identified in the present study were putative excitatory cells (70.73% in ACC cell assemblies, 78.8% of the total number of CA1 cell assemblies' members, and 80% in PRL cell assemblies), while the rest were fast-spiking interneurons and unclassified neural types (e.g., units with low-firing rates and narrow spike waveforms). As expected, both excitatory neurons and fast-spiking interneurons can contribute to positive and negative surprisals by increasing or decreasing their ISI time durations. However, we found that the percentages of positive and negative surprisals varied dramatically from one assembly pattern to another, depending on the type(s) of the nature of mental states or tasks. For example, for coding sleep oscillation states---such as theta cycles or ripples, spatial navigation, or processing distinct fearful experiences---these cortical and hippocampal assemblies consisted of overwhelmingly positive surprisals (70--96% of total surprisals) (Fig. [7](#bhy081F7){ref-type="fig"}*B*--*D*). While excitatory cells contribute overwhelmingly to positive surprisals (due to their large proportion in terms of the total percentage of cell numbers), we noted that fast-spiking interneuron members can be dominant in producing both the positive and negative surprisals in some cases (e.g., CA1 assemblies during sleep).

![Cell-assembly codes were made of different compositions of positive- and negative-surprisals generated by excitatory neurons and interneurons. (*A*) Cell-assemby patterns emerge as the ternary code: positive surprisals, negative surprisals and the ground state based on cell members' each ISI (in the reverted relationship to neurons' ISI variability probability history). (*B*--*E*) Percentages of positive surprisals (red bars) or negative surprisals (blue bars) that were used in various cell-assembly codes (*B*. Spatial navigation; *C*. Sleep cycles; *D*. Fearful events; and *E*. 5CSRT). The pie charts showed the percentages of the excitatory neurons (yellow) or interneurons (purple) participiated in the form of positive or negative surprials during each experience or task. 5CSRT task recruited a higher proportion of negative surprisals, reflecting the inhibitory control functions of the PFC in this attention-based behavior.](bhy081f07){#bhy081F7}

Most interestingly, various neural coding constructed by PRL cell-assembly patterns (Fig. [7](#bhy081F7){ref-type="fig"}*E*, Assembly-1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7) during a 5-choice, visual-discrimination, operant-conditioning task, as well as the CA1 Assembly-3 pattern encoding the downstate of sleep cycle (Fig. [7](#bhy081F7){ref-type="fig"}*C*), were constructed by a large proportion of negative surprisals (40--50% of total surprisals). Therefore, the underlying compositions (i.e., positive and negative surprisals, as well as the percentages of excitatory neurons vs. interneurons) were specific to neural circuits, cognitive states and behavioral tasks.

Discussion {#bhy081s19}
==========

How the brain uses spike patterns to generate real-time neural code is of considerable scientific interest. The key concept of the self-information theory is that, by definition, the amount of self-information contained in a probabilistic event depends only on the probability *P* of that event. Therefore, based on the neuron's ISI-variability probability-distribution, higher-probability ISIs which reflect the balanced excitation-inhibition ground state convey minimal information, whereas lower-probability ISIs which signify rare-occurrence surprisals, in the form of positive or negative surprisals, carry the most information. The self-information-based neural code is interesting to us for the following reasons: First, this form of neural code is intrinsic to neurons themselves, with no need for outside observers to set any reference point followed by artificial bin (i.e., 100 ms per bin)-based pooling methods as used in the rate-code and synchrony-code models. This is because positive or negative ISI surprisals represent significant shifts in biochemical reaction equilibriums, and are instantly coupled to the membrane potentials, energy metabolism, signaling cascades, protein and gene expression levels.Second, this self-information code inherently relies on the ISI variability-probability to convey information, whereas neuronal variability is typically viewed as noise that undermines real-time decoding in the classic rate-code or temporal-code models. The ISI variability is a basic phenomenon ([@bhy081C60]; [@bhy081C64]; [@bhy081C58]; [@bhy081C37]), and did not grow larger from lower subcortical regions to higher cognition cortices ([@bhy081C38]). The importance of spike variability is evident from the fact the diminished variability (i.e., rhythmic firing) underlies anesthesia-induced unconsciousness ([Fig. S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) ([@bhy081C19]; [@bhy081C34]; [@bhy081C38]).Third, the robustness of this ISI-based surprisal code also comes from its ternary nature of coding (positive or negative surprisals, plus the ground state). It is noteworthy that negative surprisals use the entire time-duration of the prolonged ISI (silence duration) to carry significant information, whereas the classic temporal code typically focuses on binning spikes across cell population to search for synchrony.Fourth, the iCAD method may be useful to explore new ways for the detection of population patterns for the brain-machine interface ([@bhy081C26]). It will be interesting to examine how transient rhythmic firing, as observed in some interneurons during motor task-initiation period ([@bhy081C35]), contributes to and/or regulates self-information patterns in their target cells. One may further explore higher-level (second-order) self-information beyond a single ISI by analyzing serial timing information between multiple adjoining spikes ([@bhy081C51]).

Overall, we have successfully applied the self-information concept and uncovered 15 cell assemblies from the PRL, ACC, and hippocampal CA1. In the ACC, we identified 3 cell-assembly patterns corresponding to categorical variables such as earthquake, elevator-drop or mild electric footshock experiences, consistent with its crucial role in processing emotions and fear behaviors ([@bhy081C31]; [@bhy081C62]; [@bhy081C72]; [@bhy081C21]; [@bhy081C73]). We noted that many ACC cells exhibited specific responses to a specific fearful experience (i.e., earthquake vs. footshock), whereas some cells responded in a combinatorial manner, such as coding for both earthquake and footshock, or earthquake and free-fall, etc. Moreover, some ACC cells participated in all cell assemblies, reflected by their responsiveness to all 3 fearful events. Such specific-to-general combinatorial cell assemblies in the ACC is highly consistent with the recent finding that the brain computation is organized by the power-of-two permutation-based logic ([@bhy081C67]; [@bhy081C71]). We further assessed the stability of ACC cell assembly by comparing the top cells (based on the weight matrix using first and second halves trials). We found that \~75% of fear-memory coding cell-assembly members remained stable in the ACC.

In the hippocampal CA1, we found not only classic place cells with a single salient place field ([@bhy081C70]; [@bhy081C18]; [@bhy081C12]; [@bhy081C24]; [@bhy081C48]; [@bhy081C7]; [@bhy081C14]; [@bhy081C66]), but also cells with multiple place fields ([@bhy081C17]; [@bhy081C49]) or differential firing cells between the eastbound versus westbound. These cells with irregular multiple-place fields often occupied the top-ranking memberships in the demixing matrix $\mathbf{W}$. Moreover, we have discovered some CA1 cells responding to the start and finish state. Because many of these "start/finish cells" were specific to either the westbound or eastbound journey, this suggests that their firing changes were not simply reflecting generic motion transition. These start/finish cells may encode the episodic concept of the start and finish for marking a unique journey.

We also found the existence of 3 CA1 assembly patterns that were time-locked with theta, ripples, and downstate cycles during sleep. To our knowledge, it is the first unbiased method to allow researchers to define cell-assembly memberships underlying sleep. Traditional classification, based on spike-phase coupling (theta coupled cells vs. noncoupled cells), would have predicted that all sleep theta-coupled cells would belong to the same assembly. Similarly, the same prediction would also apply to ripple-coupled cells versus nonripple-coupled cells. While many theta-coupled or ripple-coupled CA1 cells were extensively studied during sleep ([@bhy081C20]; [@bhy081C70]; [@bhy081C12]; [@bhy081C9]; [@bhy081C61]; [@bhy081C13]; [@bhy081C15]; [@bhy081C32]; [@bhy081C50]; [@bhy081C34]; [@bhy081C11]; [@bhy081C55]), surprisingly, we found that many of them did not belong to this sleep theta cell assembly or the ripple cell assembly. Their distinct memberships were further supported by their distinct correlations ([Fig. S8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This finding will open a door to analyze further how distinct cell populations engage sleep-related functions.

In the PRL, we uncovered 7 distinct real-time cell assemblies that were time-locked to the onset of cues and cue-induced behavioral actions. Their sequential activation matched nicely to each stage of 5-choice, visual-discrimination, operant-conditioning actions. Within the first cell assembly, there are multiple subtypes of cells that exhibited different time courses of responses. One type reacted to ramping activity prior to the onset of the cue (light on in the stimulus aperture) (Fig. [5](#bhy081F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*, the bottom PTSH subpanel), perhaps reflecting preparatory (pre-cue) attention in such attentional tasks ([@bhy081C65]; [@bhy081C30]). One noticeable feature in the PRL assembly codes is the apparent recruitment of large proportions of negative surprisals for encoding both categorical-variable patterns ("start," "poking," and "reward") and continuous-variable patterns ("running," "poke zone," "returning," and "reward zone") (Fig. [7](#bhy081F7){ref-type="fig"}*E*). This supports the notion that the PRL exerts its strong inhibitory control to the downstream targets via using negative ISI surprisals during the attentional tasks.

Finally, we investigated whether there is a critical boundary in defining ISIs representing the ground state versus the positive and/or negative surprisals. Our analyses revealed a steep transition in deploying ISI surprisals, around 20% of the skewed ISI gamma-distribution tails, to generate efficient real-time cell-assembly codes. The majority (80%) of remaining ISIs operated as the ongoing low-information ground states. This 80/20 statistical rule is surprisingly consistent with the Pareto Principle of factor sparsity ([@bhy081C23]), which states that, for many events (i.e., in communication or resource management), roughly 80% of the output or consequences stem from 20% of the input or causes ([@bhy081C27]; [@bhy081C68]; [@bhy081C23]). While the ground state corresponds to the most probable ISIs which carry less self-information, it should not be viewed as wasting energy. The ground state ISIs constitute the online state that not only enables the rapid responses to changes, but also the construction of ternary codes (together with the positive and negative surprisals), leading to the enormous coding capacity far superior to the binary coding of current computers ([@bhy081C37]). Imposing this ternary coding onto the cell assemblies organized by the power-of-two-based permutation logic, together they form the cornerstone for the basic brain computation, giving rise to real-time cognitions and intelligent behaviors ([@bhy081C67]; [@bhy081C71]).

In summary, in contrast to the traditional view that enormous spike variability reflects noise, we tested the Neural Self-Information theory that the ISI, or the silence duration between 2 adjoining spikes, carries self-information that solely depends on its inverted relation to its probability against the neuron's ISI variability history. We applied this novel concept and showed that neural code uses ISI variability as the real-time self-information messenger to encode cell-assembly patterns. Analysis of 15 uncovered cell assemblies suggests the existence of conserved critical boundaries in utilizing \~20% of ISIs as surprisals to generate real-time representations of cognition and behavior. Spike-variability-based neural coding principle can also provide new interpretations for many optogenetic experiments in which a fixed stimulation-frequency was repeatedly delivered to a given cell type.
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